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SUIvIMARY OF PIG FEEDING EXPERIMENTS AT 1~:&IE
UTAH EXPERIMENT STATION WITH DEDUCTIONS FROM THE SAME.

F . B. LI

FIELD.

PART 1.
PRACTICAL DEDUCTIONS FROM GENERAL PIG FEEDING TESTS

The U tah Experiment Station has conducted a large number
of feeding experiments with animals, the most extensive work
in this dir·ection being with hogs. Since the station was organized,
over one hundred tests of various rations have been made and over
three hundred hog;s have been fed. The results of these feeding
tests are scattered through many hundred pages of reading matter
in the station publications. As the continuation of these experiments fell upon the writer, it was decided to investigate thoroughl y
the work already done at the station and to tabulate the results for
study. A summary of the results is here presented, as it is believed
that they will be of considerable value and interest to the hog feeder~
of Utah.
Only a few of the tests have fallen entirely under the direction of the writer, yet he has been ' associated with the station during
the time in which most of the tests were made, was personally acquainted with all those who conducted the tests and was quite familiar with the methods followed.
To make this report of greater value, a description of the
methods of raising and feeding hogs will be briefly presented and,
wherever possible, the conclusions drawn will be based on experiments at this station. Some of the points to be discussed and the
conclusions dra~n, are not matters of record , but are based upon
the results of observation in connection with the experiments, anti
upon practical experience in handling hogs under Utah con9itions.
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THE HOGS TO FEED AND HOW TO GET THEM.

T a get hogs to feed it is necessary either to raise them or to
bu y them. In either case get well bred pigs. Only one experiment has been conducted at this station to compare the feeding
capacity of pure bred and common hogs, ~nd while the results
favored the pure breds, the test was not a satisfactory one. Our
experience has shown, however , that when ready for the market,
the well bred pigs have a decided advantage in selling, because
they yield a larger proportion of carcass to live weight. In buying,
(here fore, get well bred thrifty pigs, five to six weeks old, which,
with proper feed, will make good' growth after being weaned.
The most satisfactory results will be obtained from a grade
sow mated to a pure-bred boar. The sow 'should be at least seven
to eight months old, thrifty and in good condition.
FEED AND CARE OF SOW.

After farrowing increase the food of the sow, giving her
all she will eat of a ration of mixed grains, with skim milk ii
available. A shady pasture in summer, and a warm, dry, sunny
pen in winter mean health and thrift for the youo.g pigs. Probably
no other farm ani mals gain as rapidl) as young pigs. Weighing
from two and one-half to three and one-half pounds when farrowed, they will nearl y double their weight in a week, and, if the
sow is generously fe d, will we-igh from fourteen to eighteen pounds
at a month old, and will double it at two months old. When one
month old, the young pigs should receive food in addition to the
milk of the dam.
FEEDING YOUNG PIGS.

bout one-half pound of shorts mixed \\ ith one or two quarts
of kim milk, \\ ill make an excell ent ration. Feed it in a small
pen apart from the sow. Start with a small quantity, and increase
as fast as th e pigs will eat ,it. W ean the pigs at seven to ~ight
weeks old. R emove two of the strongest pigs the fir st day, 1n
t", a or three days the next two most vigorous, and so continue
till all are removed. Such a method will tend to dry up the milk
of the sow, thu s avoidin g trouble from that cause.
After weaning the pi O's, continue th e skim-milk and shorts.
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ration, gradually adding heavier grains and glVll1g a larger proportion of skim milk as they grow and develop. In our experience,
kim milk is almost an indi spensable food fo r you ng pigs. When
fed on grain alone, whether wheat, barley or corn, especially if
confined in a pen, they make very slow growth, and make very
poor use of the food consumed. This probably would not apply
to hogs after they attain a live weight of forty to sixty pounds .
. Young pigs always do better, however, on a variety of foods, and
for this reason, as well as for the advantage of the exercise and
l1E'a ~thful surroundings, a shady pasture is an excellent place to
raise them. In addition to the pasturage, however, young pigs,
especially, need some grain feed.
WARM, SUNNY HOG HOUSE.

If young PIgS are to be raised during the winter season,
a warm , dry, sunny pen is almost indispensable. Next to thi5,
a dr), sunny stack-yard will prove fairly satisfactor). Some ex·
periments conducted by the station seemed to indicate that pigs
fed outside during the winter did slightly better than those fed
under shelter. When we consider, however, that the hog pen was
'On the north side of the barn where the ~un never entered it, and
that the floor was level with or below the surrounding ground,
but little reliance can be placed on the test, as the hogs outside
would be as well 'Off as those inside. The gains too were lowcon iderabl y bel'Ow the average for hogs of their weight in other
experiments. While the experimental evidence on this point i~
limited, I believe shelter from storm and wet will prove to b~
economy even for feeding hogs. For the summer, as will be noted
later, feeding outside or on a pasture proved the most economical
jn almost every instance.

TABLE NO. I-AVERAGE OF RESULTS OF ALL PIG FEEDING TRIALS AT THE UTAH STATION.
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In table "I" is shown the average of the results of all pig
feeding trials at this station. The table is arranged to show the
effeGt of different systems of management and of different ration:;.
on the rate of gains and fhe economy 'Of the gains.
VALUE OF EXERCISE.

One of the first questions taken up by the station was to
determine the effect of exercise on the rapidity and economy p£
the gains made in feeding hogs. N early all the experiments conducted lend themselves more or less to this question and thus a
large mass of data has been collected. In all, 93 different tests.
have been made with seven rations differing considerably in kind.
This series of tests has continued throughout the whole period of
the experiment with hogs at this station, and should, therefore.
present some fairly reliable conclusions.
EXERCISE WITH A GR AIN RATION.

F irst, with a o-rain ration, in which nearly all 'varietie of
grain were used :-In twenty-five tests in which 74 hogs were fed
in pens and therefore without exercise, the average daily gain
in live weight per hog was .87 pounds and it took 4.84 pounds
of grain to make one pound of gain, the h ogs ranging in weig ht
from 72 to 173 pounds.
In ten tests in which 22 hogs were fed in yards and there fore with exercise, the average daily gain in live weight per hog
was 1. I~ pounds and it , took 4.56 pounds of grain for one pound
of gain.
A comparison of the two series shows that the hogs fed in
the large yard, (about four by six rods) , which had ample opportunity for exercise, gain ed .23 pounds more per day and made the
gains on about one-third pound less of the grain for each pound of
gain, thus making a more rapid and a more economical gain. ThIS
shows conclusively that, when fed on grain alone, hogs will fatten
more economically in a large yard than in a small pen; ,and, considering these tests alone, the conclusion might be drawn that exercise is an important factor in fattening hogs.
EXERCISE WITH GRAI'N AND GRASS RATION.

The next two series, however, teach another lesson. Nine
tests were made in feeding hogs grain in pens, and therefore with-
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out exercise, .and supplementin o· the grain with o-reen, or dr) rough- ,
age, mainly alfalfa. Twenty-six hogs were fed in the various tests .
They gained I.16 pounds in live weight each per day, increasing
in live weight from 73 to 198 . pounds per hog, and this at food
cost of 4-41 pounds of grain for each pound of gain.
Seventeen hogs, fed grain in large yards, thus having
exercise, and the' grain supplemented by grass, gained only 1.10
pounds per day per hog, and increased in live weight from 71 to
198 pounds; requiring 4.75 pounds of grain for each pound of gain.
By adding , roughage ( mainly lucern ) to th e grain ration,
the hogs fed in pens gained .06 pounds more per day than those fed
in yards with exercise, and n1.ade th e gains on one-third pound of
gr.ain less for each pound of gain. In this instance, th erefore, exercise proved to be a detrim ent to econom).
Some Conclusions.-Considering the four series it appears
that, contrary to conclusions previousl y drawn, the differences
noted are due to' food and not to exercise. Grain alone does not
make a perfect ration for pigs, or the ration upon which they will
make the greatest profit for their owner. . The grain ration must
be supplemented by a small amount of roughage. It is probably
not so much the food value of this roughage as that it satisfies an
inherent craving in the animals, and is perhaps" also, .an aid to digestion. The difference in the gains of the hogs fed on grain
alone, in yards or in pens, is probably explained by the fact that
the hogs fed in the yards had an opportunity to get the necessary
roughage, as cattle were running and being fed hay and straw in
these yards for part of the time; and it is to this roughage, not to
the exercise, that the extr.a gain must be attributed. When abundant roughage was supplied in the pens the hogs made better ,gains
than those similarly fed in the yards. With the proper food suppl y, therefore, exercise or the opportunity for it was a detriment
instead of an advantage. A careful anal ysis of the variotls tests
shows that in all except one the hogs in the pens fed grass and
grain made better gains than those fed similarly in the yards.
It ought not to be overlooked, however, that the hogs fed
grass with the grain in the yards did not gain so rapidly nor make
their gains so economically as those fed grain alone in the yards.
The grass in this case seemed to be a detriment as 'b oth lots had
the exercise. To the hogs confined in pens, on th e contrary, the
grass proved to be an advantage, as they gained as rapidly and
made the gains a little more economically than those running loose
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in th e yards. The explanation of this apparent contrad iction
be left to future experiments.
G RAI N

R

\ TT ON ON P AST U RE-WITH A

mlL t

D WITHO U T EXERCI SE.

W e will consider next the hogs fed on pasture: Three tests
were made in a small movable pen on pasture This pen. about
one rod square, was made of lumber and wire, and was moved
every day or two, so as to give the hogs fresh feed.
Seven
hogs we re fed in these tests. They gained L08 pounds each per
day, increasing from 67 pounds to 201 pounds in live wdght, and
this at a food cost of 5.34 pounds of grain for each pound of gain;
the most exp~n s ive gains of any of the series.
Nine tests, in which twenty hogs were fed , were made in
feeding grain and giving the hogs the run of a large pasture of
mixed grasses. These hogs gained L22 pounds each per day, increasing in live weight from 65 to 200 pounds; and the gain was
made for 4.13 pounds grain for each pound of gain ; the least expensive gain of the series.
A comparison of these two series of tests shows that the
hogs with th e run of the large pasture and thus with abundant
opportunity fo r exercise, gained .07 of a pound more per day, and
made th e gain fo~ 1.3 pounds less g rain for each pound of gain.
These hogs were fed more nearly alike than those fed grain only
in pens or yards, and would therefore, seem more strongly to support the contention that opportunity for exer:cise afforded by th e
large pasture was an important factor in the result. The fact s to
be noted, however, might vitiate this conclusion. The hogs, confin ed in a small movabl e pen on pasture, ate more per day and
required more grain for each pound of gain than any of the other
hogs fed in the series. This would indicate that for some reason
they did not make good use of their food , due probably to restlessnes at being confined and seeing their fellows running at large.
Again, the hogs on pasture, with an opportunity to select at will
fresh , green feed of considerable variety, would undoubtedly have
better appetites and eat more of the supplementary food than those
fed grass cut for them and fed in pens ; in -o ther words, they had a
better chance to select the s1:lppleme!ltary food they required, and
thus made better use of all the food given them.
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Yet another series, fed grain with skim milk, afforded 3compari on on the value of exercise. Eleven tests were made wIth
34 hogs to determine the value of skim milk with grain fed in pens.
The hogs increased from So to 206 pound s each in live weight, and
gained 1.37 pounds per day. This gain was at a food cost of
2.98 pounds of grain and 9.21 pounds of skim milk, or 3-46 pounds
of dry matter.
ix ho?" fed in two lot. on pa tur , increasinoin live weight ·from 37 to ISO pound each, showed a dai ly o-ain
of only 1.18 pounds, and required 2-48 pounds of grain and 8.7Y
pounds of skim milk or 2.97 pounds dry matter for each pound of
gain. This shows Cb decidedly better gain for the hogs fed in the
pens without exercise, though a little greater economy of food for
the pasture-fed lots. When we make ' the compari on on the two
lots that were fed in contrast, the advantage in economy of food
for th e pasture fed lots practically disappear s, whil e the pen fed
lots gain one-tenth of a pound more per day . In this series again,
the exe rcise, incident to feeding on a large pasture, seemed to be
a detriment rath er than an advantage a regards rapidity of gains.
CONCLUSION.

Considering then the whole series, there appears to be somewhat of a contradiction on the question of exercise. Pigs fed grain
alone do better with the run of a yard , but when grass or lucern
is added to the grain ration, the results are favorable to the pen
feeding without exercise. Again pigs fed grain on a large pasture
do better than those confined in a movable pen on pa~ture. But ·
when skim milk is added to the ration , the hogs do better in the
small pens ( in piggery) without exerci e; in fact , gave the fas test and most economical gains obtained in all the feeding trials
at this station.
Two explanations are possible: F irst, th e most probable one
is that the differences in returns are due solely to the food , perhaps
to the lack of the necessary constituents in the rations that give
the poorest results. The run in a yard, the grass, or the pasture,
affords the hogs the opportunity to "Supply this- lack and thus the
better results. A second -explanation is that where the hogs are
fed a ration not complete in itself, the exercise might have an
influence in enabling them to eat .and digest a larger amount of
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such ration. If the proper food constituents are supplied, however,
as good, and in most cases better, results are obtained without the
exercise.
It should be noted, as will be seen in the table, that these
results apply to hogs 200 pounds or under ·in live weight. Another
fact worthy of attention is that a study of the individual tests,
where a comparison is possible, shows that these individual tests
teach, almost without exception, the same lesson as the averages
given . in the table.
VALUE OF GRASS AND PASTURE.

Another important question taken up by the station was
the value of grass and pasture in hog feeding. Most of those
tests ·a rc closely associated with the previous one of exercise, but
the question has been further considered by feeding a part-grain
ration anj thus forcing the hogs to eat a larger ration of the grass
or pastllf .
FULL GRAIN RATION WITH GRASS.

The hogs fed grain in small pens, in pigg'e ry, gained .93
pounds per day each . When g rass was added to this ration the
hogs gained 1.16 pound per day each; and LIS pounds grass
saved .7 of a pound of g rain. This would indicate a very high
value for gra when f d with grain to hogs confined in pens.
With the hogs fed in the laro·e yard, however, th e results
are a conver
of the abov . The hog fed g rain alone in the
yard gained 1.16 pounds per day each . When grass wa added
.to this ration the hogs gained only 1.10 pounds each per day; and
for each pound of gain they required one-fourth pound of grain
and one and one-fourth l ounds of grass more than those fed grain
alone. When fed in yards, therefor , the grass seemed to be an
actual detriment , r educing the rate of gain and also the economy
of the gains. At present I cannot attempt an explanation of thi '
result, but it's correctness can scarcely be doubted, when it is observed that nearl y every test made was favorable to grain without
grass, when the hogs were fed in the yards.
FULL GRAIN RATION ON PASTURE.

The hogs fed grain and ha~ing the run of a large pastur e
of mixed grasses made better and more economical gains than those
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fed in either pens or yards. They gained 1.22 pounds each per
day, at a food cost of only 4.13 pounds grain for each pound of
gain. When grain with some green roughage is the only feed
available for the hogs, a pasture is apparently the most profitable
place to feed them.
GRAIN AND SKIM MILK RATION-ON PASTURE .AND IN PENS.

When fed a ration of grain and skim milk, however, our
experiments show quite different results. The most rapid gains
that can be made on hogs up to 200 pounds live weight, has been
with grain and skim milk fed in pens; our average showing a
gain of 1.37 pounds per day per hog. In every test made this
result holds true. This ration is also the most economical, requiring one-fourth of a pouwl less dry matter for each pound of
gain than th e a rain ration on pasture. In 11.0 case did the hogs fed
skirn milk and grain on pasture gain as rapidly as those similarly
fed in pens. . Considering only the two series of experiments where
this direct comparison was made, the hogs fed skim milk ann
grain in pens gained 1.26 pounds per hog per day, while those fed
skim milk and grain on pasture gained only LI8 pounds per day:
The food required for each pound of gain rather favors the pasture
fed lot, but only by .06 of a pound of dry matter; so little difference
that it · may be almost disregarded. In this case again, therefore,
the pasture grass, or perhaps the exercise, was an actual detriment
to the animals. The skim milk seemed to supply to the ration those
elements that are· necessary to make it an en tirel y satisfactory one
for the hogs, and under those circumstances the quiet of the pens
was conducive to the most rapid gains.
Considering only the gains per da), it might be thought that
the skim milk and grain fed on pasture did not prove so good .1.
ration as grain alone on pasture; the former series gaining 1.22
pounds per day, and the latter only LIS pounds per day. It will
be noted, however, that the hog, fed skim milk and grain on pasture, were much light r in live weight than those fed grain alone
on pasture.
The skim-milk-and-gram-fed hogs ave·raged from 37
to 157 pound, and the grain-fed from 6.5 to 200 pounds. A com~ri on of the indi-\ridual te ts hows that in every case the hogs
fed kim milk and grain on pasture gained more rapidly than those
fed grain alone on pasture. When we. consider the ecoi'lomy of
th'e gain the return are d cidedfy in favor of the grain-and-s'k im-
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milk ration on pasture; this ration requiring three-fourths of a pound
less dry matter for each pound of gain.
,

I

PART GRAIN R A TIO t

ON PASTU RE.

large nu mber of test were made to find whether, when a
part-gra'in ration was fed, the hogs would eat enough pasturage to
make economical gains. The hogs fed in these tests were compared
with other hogs of similar weight fed a full grain ration ; and
upon the amount of (Train eaten by this lot, the ration of the lot
fed a part grain was determined.
The table shows that fourteen tests were made in feeding
part grain rations on pasture and 43 hogs were fed. It is obvious
also that the hogs fed on those light-grain rations d,id proportionately much better than those fed a full-grain ration; that is, the
gam per aay was greater than the ration of grain would indicate,
showing that the hogs ate a large proportion of pasture grass and
made good use of it. A simple calculation will show this. The
hogs fed a full grain ration on pasture made an av,e rage gain of
I.22 pounds per day.
Theoretically those fed a three-fourthsgrain ration should have gained but .91 pound per day; they gained
however, I.04 pounds per day. Those fed a one-half-grain ration
gained .70 pound a day per hog instead of .61 pound; and those
fed a one-fourth-grain ration gained .49 pound per day, instead of
the theoretical amount, .3 pound a day. In fact the amount of
'food obtained . from the pasture must have been much more than
is indicated, as the food of support is a constant factor and makes
up about two-fifths of the full grain ration. The hogs getting
the one-fourth ration, therefore, did not receive enough grain to
support the life processes of the body, and must have made up this
deficiency from the pasture grass and also have eaten enough extra.
to make a gain of practically one-half pound per day.
The earlier tests made in feeding on a pasture of mixed
grasses, four tests in which ten hogs were used, showed that the
hogs gained one-third pound per day on pasture alone. Later tests
in feeding on luc~rn pasture showed very small gains or losses in
live weight during the time of the test. Unfortunately, there is no
data available as to the area of land necessary to obtain these results.
and thus there is no way of measuring the cost of the gains made on
pasture.
\ iV hen fed a limited g rain ration on pasture, the hogs ate less
grain for each pound of gain than when fed the full grain ration.
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sino' round numbers, a thr~e-fourths grain ration saved one-third ·
pound of grain; a one-half grain ration, one pound of grain ; a onefourth grain ration , one and one-half pounds of grain, for each
pound of increase in live weight. O r , at 75 cents per one hundred
pound of the o-rain , this would be a aving in cost of production of
e:ne-fourth cent, three-fourths cent, and one and one-eighth cent for
each pound of gain respectively, if nothing is charged for the
pasture.
The part grain ration, however , would lengthen the period
of fatt enin g, and thu the ri sk and expen e of caring for the hogs.
T h at i , if the fu ll grain rati on would g row and fatt n a hog read y
i or the market in one hundred days, the one-fourth rati on would
tak e two hundred and forty-five days; the half ration , one hundred
a.H.1 seventy-four; and the three-fourths ration , one hundred and
seventeen days .
. Our xperience shows that the hogs fed on a limited gr.ain
rati on on pasture gained quite rapidly when late ~ put an a full grain
ration , and made those gains at a slightly less co t for food than
the hogs fed a full grain ration.
Y

eoncius'i on--The experiments evidently. teach that hogs will
make economical growth on a part grain· ration on pasture, and, for
growing pigs that are to be fattened later, it will prove a cheap way
of carrying them over the summer. If the price of grain is high, as
it frequently is in summer, and the hogs can be f.attened on cheaper
grains in the fall , the saving will be proportionately greater. Two
points, however, might modify this conclusion: First, no charge
has been made for the pasture as our records give ' no data upon
which the charge could be made ; the hogs having the fun of several acres where cattle and sheep were also feeding. Second, hogs.
generally sell for a little better price during September and October than in December and January, and therefore it may prove
economy to feed the higher priced ration and have the hogs ready
for the earlier and higher market.
Evidently, knowing the facts , the feeder must be guided in
his practice as his judgment shall dictate. The questi'on is either
slower and more economical gains with probably a lower market
price, or rapid and more expensive gains with probably a better
selling price.
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P ART GRAIN RATION IN PENS.

To compare with the part grain ration on pasture, a onefourth grain ration with grass was fed in pens.
Three tests in
which seven hogs were fed were used. In 85 days they made an
average gain of .4 pounds a day. This is a slower gain than the
hogs fed the one-fourth grain ration on pasture, yet a proportionately better gain than the hogs fed a full grain ration with grass
In pens.
The grain required for one pound of gain was 3.8R
pounds. This was I -4 pounds more than w.as required with the onefourth grain ration on pasture, but about a half pound less than fo!:"
the hogs fed the full grain ration with grass. However, the hogs
fed the one-fourth grain ration ate nearly ten pounds of grass for
each pound of gain, while on a full grain ration only LIS pounds
were eaten. This would seem to indicate that 8.75 pounds grass
saved one-half pound of grain. The advantage, therefore, of the
substitution is high. If hogs are to be carried for some time on a
limited grain ration, they should be kept on pasture.
PASTURE ALONE.

Seven tests with nine teen hogs were made in feding hogs on
pasture only. In four of the tests, the hogs had the use of a large
pasture of mixed g ra es ; and in th ree, they were confined to an
acr·e plat of lucern. In the four tests with the run of the large
pasture the hogs gained about one-third pound a day. When confined to the plat of lucern they merely held their own or lost
lightly.
0 that, on th
av rage for all th e t st , the hogs gained
but .15 ' pound each per day, or in three months they gained but
fifteen pounds each. Notes taken durinO" the te t seemed to indicate
that, in those experiments where gains we re made, the hogs rooted
considerably and it wa from the upplementary food thu s 'Obtained
that th ey made th ·:tin ; but, when th d iet wa confined to pa t ur O"ra alone the g ain ~ were nothing.
n test was made with
hoO"s fed g rass al one in pen. In 91 days each h~O" lost 24 pound
in live wight, howinO" that grass alone do s not furnish . a maintenance ration for hog. In this test the hogs ate about 600 pounds
of g r.a each . in I day , r nearl y even pound per day.
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CONCLUSIONS ON' FEEDING ON GRASS AND PASTURE.

Considering the whole of the tests in feeding hogs on gras5
and pasture, with and without grain, the following conclusion.,
seem warranted:
( I )
Grass alone does not furnish a satisfactory ration for
hogs. When they have the run of a large pasture with opportunity
for rooting, the supplementary food thus obtained enables them
to maintain their weight, and probably gain slightly; in some of
these tests as much as one-third pound per day. These experiments
afford no data as to the cost of the gain, or of maintaining the
h ogs. '

( 2) When the grass pasture is supplemented by a sma!1
grain ration, or by skim milk, 'Or possibly by the slops from the
hou e, the hogs make much better use of the pasture, and they will
make quite satisfactery gains on a small amount of supplementary
food. The hogs gain in live weight mere slowly, but the gain is
made at a lower food cost on the part ration than on the full grain
ration. In this conclusion nothing is allowed for the pasture.
(3) In none of the tests have hogs been finish ed for market on pastu re supplemented by a part grain ration. They showed,
however, that hogs fed on a part grain ration, when later given a
full grain ration, eat heartil y, grow rapidly and make economical
gains.
(4 ) 'Vhen fe eding a full ration of grain to hogs, the most
rapid, and most economical o-ains are made when the hogs have the
run of a pasture.

( 5) By feeding a part grain ration on pasture the hogs eat
more of th e pasture and thus make a pound of gain on less grain
than when fed a full g rain ration, but do not gain so rapidly. Thus,
on one side th ere are more economical but slower gains, accompanied by slower returns, greater risk and more labor ; contrasted
with 111 re costly o- ain ~, Ie s ri k and labor, and quicker returns.
Which of these methods to adopt, the feeder will have to deci<;le
f r hi m elf, according to hi market or cir~umstances.
(6 ) In the winter season hogs should be fed in a. dry pen,
but they \v111 gain faster and make more economical gains if they
have access to a' little 'lucern hay.
.
",''.
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VALUE 'OF DAIRY BY-PRODUCTS.

Another important line of the experimental work has been
to determine the value in pig feeding of dairy by-products-skim
milk, buttermilk, and whey. In these tests skim milk was used
generally, and the other by-products used only to supply a defi- .
dency in the skim milk.
Eleven tests with 34 hogs were made \n feeding grain and
skim milk in pens. The hogs averaged 50 pounds at the beg inning,
and 206 pounds at the close of the experiments, gaining in live
weight 160 pounds in 114 days. This was I.37 pounds per day per
hog, the fastest average gains we have on record for hogs of this
weight; 2.98 pounds of grain and 9.21 pounds of skim milk, or 3-46
pounds of dry matter, were required fo r each pound of gain, the
most economical gains in this series of tests.
The average shows about 3 pounds of milk were fed to each
pound of g rain. In pr.actice, 5 or 6 pounds of milk were fed to one
pound of g rain to young pigs; and as they got Qlder a larger proportion of gr.ain was fed.
Con-elusion-Compared with the full grain ration, 100
pounds of skim milk displaced 20 pounds of g rain, and this, I believe, is a fairl y accurate measure of the alue of skim milk in hog
feeding. In addition to this, however, it gives much more rapicl
gains and thus quicker returns.
COMPARATIVE VALUE OF A RATION OF GRAI N AN D SKIM
MILK ON P ASTU RE AND IN PE NS.

Two tests were made to ' compare fe,e ding skim milk and
g rain, in pens and on pasture. Six hogs averaging 37.5 pounds live
weight were fed for 95.5 days and gained 119.5 pounds or 1.26
pounds per day. The hogs fed in the pens gained 6 pounds more
than those fed on pasture. Both tests showed slightly larger gains
for the hogs fed in the pens.
Considering the cost, the hogs on the pasture made slightly
more economical gains, but the difference is too small to base aIilY
conclusions upon. One test showed greater economy for the penfed lot, and the other for the pasture-fed lot.
These two tests give to the skim milk a different value
'somewhat from that in the other test, as . the pigs were younger.
When fed in pens, 100 pounds of skim milk saved 25.7 pounds of
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grain. as contrasted to a grain ration alone in pens; but skim milk
and grain fed on pasture, compared to grain alone on pasture, indicates a saving of but 18.8 pounds of grain for every 100 pounds
of skim milk.
SMALL GRAIN RATION WITH SKIM MILK.

In three tests with eight hogs, a half grain ration was fed
and the remainder of the ration made up of skim milk. On this
ration the hogs made much slower gains than when a larger proportion of grain was fed with the milk. The hogs in the pen ga.ined
only .92 pounds per day, and they required 1.89 pounds grain and
18.79 pounds skim milk for each pound of gain. The dry matter
required for each pound of gain was exactly the same as for the
hogs fed the larger grain ration: viz: 3.46 pounds for each pound
of gain.
Hogs fed similarly to the above, on pasture, made more rapirl
and more ~conomical gains, viz: 1.05 pounds per day, and requiring
only 1.35 pounds grain and 14.81 pounds skim milk, or 2.49 pounds
dry matter, for each pound of gain. The result corresponds with those
obtained in feeding a limited ration of grain on pasture. The hogs
ate more of the pasture, thus saving on the grain feed, and gave
more economical returns, though slower gains.
SKIM

MILK ALONE.

Three tests were made with eight hogs in feeding skim milk
alone in pens. The hogs were given all they .would eat, but the~r
gai1]ed little more than one-half as fast as those receiving a full
ration of grain with the skim milk. Much larger returns are obtained for the skim milk by feeding it with a generous grain ration.
In contrast with the above are two tests with six hogs fed
skim milk on pasture. The hogs so fed g-ained more rapidly than
those similarly fed in pens. and the gain was made at a; less cost
in food. This again shows that a ration which meets the requirements of the pigs in part only, gives better returns when fed on
pasture than when fed in pens.
SOME CONCLUSIONS.

Considering the whole series in which skim milk was fed, we
find that the most rapid gains were made on a ration consisting of
one pound of grain to about three pounds of skim milk. In these
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series of tests the hogs fed in pens made more rapid gains than
those fed on pasture. In economy of gain the difference was very
slight, but favored the pasture fed hogs.
When skim milk was fed, all they would eat, with a one-half
grain ration the hogs made only two-thirds the gain per day that
those made on the full grain ration; and 9 pounds of skim milk
saved LID pounds of grain. When the ration was fed on pasture,
six pounds of skim milk saved LID pounds of grain, showing that
greater economy resulted - ·from pasture .feeding, when a large
amount of skim m~lk was fed. When grain is high priced it may
pay better to make skim milk a larger proportion of the ration, but
to obtain the most rapid and most economical gains, the hogs so
fed should have the run of a pasture.
When fed skim milk alone, the hogs in the pens gained only
half as fast as those getting the full grain ration with skim milk.
Those fed skim milk on pasture mad~ slightly faster gains on considerably less food, requiring six pounds less skinl milk, and .8
pounds less dry matter for each pound of gain. It must not be
forgotten, however. that in these tests nothin~g is charged for the
pasture, as we have no data upon which to base this cost.
FINAL

CO~CLUSIONS.

(I) For the most rapid gains, and therefore the greatest
economy in time and labor, a ration of grain and skim milk in
the propoition of one pound of grain to five of skim milk for
young animals, and the one to three for older anim.als, has given
us the best results. When the anima.1s wer·e fed in pens we got the
most rapid gains; but when on pastur·e slightly the most economic
gains. Thus, whether to feed in pasture or in pens is a matter to
be determined mor'e by the circumstances of the feeder than by any
great advantage in either method.
(2) When the price of grain is high. slower, but more eco ~
nomical gains are made by feed~ng a small quantity of grain aJ.ld
giving all . the milk the hogs will eat. When so fed, considerably
better results are obtained by feeding on pasture than in pens.
(3) Hogs will gain fairly well on a ration of skim milk
alone, but we ha.ve found it difficult to keep them in good health
when so fed in pens. When this ration is fed on pasturre, the hogs
keep in better health) g-ain a. rittle more Fapidly· and make more eco nomical gains. ,Such a rafi.on is not to be recommended wh~n
grain can be· obtained at a· reas-qnable price.
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ROOTS.

In three experiments with seven hogs, roots were fed with
a full grain ration . . These hogs gained .69 pound per day each,
and required 5.54 pounds grain and 8 pounds roots for each pound
of gain. This was the slowest gain recorded in our tests when a
full grain ration was fed, and on the average the most expensive .
gain. While not conclusive. this would indicate that, as a supplementary food for hogs, roots are not so good as green grass, or
even lucern hay.
SUGAR

BEETS.

In four experiments with twelve hogs, sugar beets were fed
with a part-grain ration. These hogs gained 45 pounds each in 86
days, or .71 pound per day. The hogs ate 3.22 pounds of grain and
I 1.29 pounds sugar beets for each pound of gain.
Compared with
a full grain ration in pens this would indicate that I 1.29 pounds of
sugar beets saved I. 16 pounds of grain. If grain was worth threefourths cents per pound, this would give the sugar beet~ a value of
$2.12 per ton.
It would pay better to make sugar out of them.
While there is room for further experiments on this point, the data
so far obtained seem to show that there is no economy in feeding
roots of any kind to fattening hogs. Grass or lucern hay will give
better and more economrcal results.
VALUE OF K 'I NDS OF GRAIN.

But few tests have been made especially to test the compar··
ative value of the different kinds of grain in pig feeding. However, a large number of our experiments ' affords a compa.rison on
this point, though the comparison is not all that .could be desired,
because of the difference in the weight of the hogs.
FEEDI TG ONE GR IN.

110st of the tests have been made with wheat as the basis of
the ration. Only four tests with eleven hogs were made in feeding
wheat alone in pens. In thi test the hog gained one pound per
day, at a food cost of 4.37 pounds wheat for one pound gain in
live weight. Only one te t is recorded in feeding corn meal alon~
in pens. In this test the h02' galned only .85 pound per day at a
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food cost of 5.85 pounds corn to one pound gain. This is decidedly
favorable to the wheat as a food for hogs, and all the more so when
we note that the wheat-fed hogs were the heavier of the'two lots.
FEEDI N G VARIETY OF GR AI N S.

A ration made of several varieties 'Of grain, fed in pens, gave
.a gain of .91 pound per hog per day, at a food cost of 525 pounds
grain for 100 pounds of gain in live weight. These are better returns than for the corn meal ration, but not so good as for the wheat.
WHOLE GRAIN AND BR AN .

In most of the tests bran has been made a part of the grain
Tation when any of the grains. have been fed. The th'Ought behind
this practice was that the bran and g rain mixed would make a rati'On
equally as good as, and perhaps better, than that without bran; and,
t hen the bran was much cheaper. The bran in nearly every case
formed one-half the grain ratiori.
Wheat and bran fed in pens or yards gave a slightly faster
:gain than wheat alone, but required 'One-half PQund m'Ore grain fDr
each pound of gain. The ec'Onomy here would depend 'On the relative value of the wheat and bran.
Corn meal and bran, fed in pens or yards, gave much slower
gains than c'Orn meal alQne, but as the h'Ogs weighed lighter, less
,grain was required fQr each pound of gain; in fact, slightly less than
fQr the wheat-and-bran ratiQn, but more than 'for the ration of wheat
:aIQne.
Barley' and bran, fed in pens, showed faster gains than the
,cQrn-and-bran ratiQn, and less food was required for each pound of
:gain than for either wheat and bran, 'Or corn and bran. The result
is quite favQrable, to the barley-and-bran ration, though it proved
less effective than wheat alone.
Peas and bran, fed in pens, showed slightly better gains than
barley and bran with practically the same amount of food for each
-pound 'of gain. All of these rations prQved mQre efficient than
mixed grains. and except the corn and bran rations, showed more
:rapid gains.
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GRAIN AND BRAN ON PASTURE.

Wfieat and bran fed on pasture, gave more rapid and more
economical gains than the same ration fed in pens or yards. The
same is true for the corn-and-bran ration on pasttJre. Barley and
bran gave the most rapid gains of any ration fed on pasture, but
required more food for each pound of gain. Both of these facts are
partly accounted for by the hogs in this series being of greater
weight.
On pasture, whe~t and bran gave more rapid gains than corn
and bran, but at a greater food cost, requiring .6 pounds more for
~ each pound of gain.
Grass or pasture as a supplement to the mixed grain ration,
improved the ration both as regards the rate of gain and the economy of food. In rate of gain, however. this ration fell behind the
wheat and bran , and barley and bran, although the hogs weighed
h avier. In econom y of gain , th e results compare favorably with
barley and bran.
KnI

~fILK}

BRAN AND OTHER GRAI -.

Adding skim milk to the ration of ' grain and bran. increasetl
materially the rapidity of the gains and also the economy, although
the hogs were lighter at the start of the test. Wheat, bran and
skim milk gave faster gains than any of the other wheat ration~.
and the gains were made at a less cost of dry matter in the food.
The arne remarks apply to the ration of corn meal, bran and skim
milk, except that slightly more food was r equired for each pound of
crain on the skim milk ratio n than on grass or pasture.
Barley, bran and skim milk did not give quite so rapid gains
as barley and bran with grass or on pasture, but gave decidedly'
more economical gains.
Skim milk added to the mixed grain ration also materially
increased the rate of gain of the hogs, and reduced the food required for one pound of gain by forty per cent, corilpared to pas··
ture feeding. This latter comparison is scarcely correct, however,
as the animals were much lighter in weight.
Comparing all the skim milk rations there is little difference
in the rate of gain with any of the series. In economy of food ,
wheat, bran and skim milk produced a pound of .gain for the least
dry mafter, viz: 3.25 pounds. There is little difference between
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the corn meal or barley ration with bran and skim milk, but con'sidering the weight of the hogs the results are slightly favorable to
the barley rations.
SOME CONCLUSIONS.

eI). Considering 'all of the tests with different kinds of
'grain, it is evident that wheat, as a basis, has proved the most effective grain both in rapidity and economy of gain. The hogs so fe d
required less grain for each pound of gain than either the corn or
'barley rations. This is a point of very great importance to the U tah
feeder where wheat is the largest and cheapest grain crop.
e2) There is not so much difference between the corn-meal::and barley rations, but considering the weight of the hogs the results
favor the barley ration. This, again, is favorable to the Utah
feeder, as barley is a crop that can be grown quite successfully in
this state.
(3) The tables furth er show that better results with all the
grains in regard to both the rapidity and the economy of gains,
were obtained when the hogs were given grass, or' allowed the run
'on a pasture, or when fed kim milk with the oTain ration.

PART II.
DAIRY BY-PROD CT

. FO D FOR

l~

TTE~

I -G HOG .

In Bulletin No. 57, of the Utah Station, there is presented a
report of several series of experiments on fe ding skim milk alone
and with various combinations of grain, to fatten hogs. Since this
Bulletin was published, th ree other experiments ha~e been con·ducted along similar line and the results are described in the following pages.
.
In this series of test" the grain fed was valued as follows:
'Corn meal, eighty cents per 100 pounds; wheat, sev nty cent per
100 pounds; bran. forty-five cents per 100 pounds.
, The composition of the feeds used were similar to that used
in the experiments reported in Bulletin No. 57, and th e reader IS
-referred to that Bulletin for a discussion of th e composition.
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THE FIRST EXPERIMENT.

The first experiment was conducted during the winter 9£
the test being undertaken to get some additional information
'upon the best proportion of milk and whey to feed with grain in
fattening hogs. Seven hogs were divided into three lots, lots one
and ' two with three hogs each and lot three with four. They were
a thrifty lot of grade Berkshires, between two and three months
-old. They were raised on the College Farm and were fed brall
.and skim milk up to the time of starting the experiment.
~898,

The Lots were fed as follows:
Lot I received ten pounds of kim milk to on e pound of
grain till th.e hogs averaged 100 pounds in live w,e ight, then eight
pounds skim milk to one pound of grain till the) averaged IStJ.
pounds; then six pounds skim milk to one pound of grain till the
dose of the experiment.
Lot II received the same food as Lot I, but the proportion
·of skim milk was reduced one half.
Lot III received grain alone, a balanced ration.
The grain fed to Lots I and II was one part corn t~ one
part bran, till the .hogs averaged 100 pounds liv,e weight, then all
corn. Lot III received a ration of one part corn to seven parts
bran, at the start of the experiment, but the proportion of corn
was increased as the hogs increased in live weig ht.
This experiment was conducted during the winter season
a nd the hogs were fed in small pens in the piggery.
: Table o. II give the result of th e xperiment. Th e hog
were fed fo r 76 days . Lot No. II, fed the smaller proportion of
skim milk with grain, made the mo t rapid gains, viz., 1.62 pounds
per day. Lot TO. I with th e large proportion of skim milk gaineci
1.43 pou nds per day. Lot No. III, fed on grain alone, gained only
.67 pounds per day o r about two-fifths as much a Lot No. II.
T he amount of food, the dry matter and the dio-estible matt r, for one pound of gain tells us something of the comparative
e conomy of the diffe rent rations. Lot I required the least graiu
for each pound of gain but ate considerably more skim milk and
whey than Lot II. Lot III required twice as much grain for each
pound of gain as did Lot I~ but received no skim milk. Lot II
required the least dry lnatter for each pound of gain, VIZ., 3.70
pounds. Of estimated digestible dry matter for each pound of
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gain, Lots II and III required the same, viz ., 3. 10 pound~ , whil L ot
I required 3.33.
The value of the g rain fed was th e actual cost to us, all th e
grain being purchased . The difference between the gain and th e
value of the grain gives the value of the skim milk. F iO"uring th e
return s for 100 pounds of skim milk on this ba i , Lot I returned
6 cents per 100 pounds for the skim milk when hogs sell for 3
cents per pound ; and I I cents when th ey sell for 4 cents per pound.
live weight. Lot II returned seven cent for 100 ponnds skim m il k
when the hogs old for three cents per poun 1 liv weight; and
15.5 cents when hogs sold for four cents per pound. This shows
larg r returns from feed ing the smaller propo rti on of skim milk
with the O"rain. By figuring from the basis of the amount of grain
aved b) fe ding the skim mille we find that for Lot I , 100 pounds
of skim milk saved 13.18 pounds of grain: and for Lot II, it saved
17-48 pounds g rain ; this aO"ain is a more favorab1e howin g for. the
smaller proportion of skim milk in the rati on. The hoO"s fed grain
alone returned 60.9 cent for each .100 pounds of g rain when th e
hog sell for three cents per pound. v.. hen old for four ccnt
per pou nd th e return s were 81.2 cent per roo pound of g rai n.
THE SECOND EXPERIMENT.

To further test the question outlined for the winter experiment, during the summer of 1898 an' experim ent was undertaken ,
but in the rations fed smaller proportions of skim milk were used.
To compare the relative economy of the two methods of management, it was further decided to feed one series in pens in the piggery, and another series in the pasture. It was late in the season
before the experiment was started-the middle of August, and the
pigs were too small to take much advantage of the pasture. They
were, however , the best we could get that season, and were ver.v
ots. They were grade Berkshires raised
even in size for all the lO
on the College Farm.
The kind of feed used, its composition and price were the
same as given above for the experiment of the previous winter.
From August 20 to September 4 the grain consisted of half corn
meal and half bran by weight. From September 4 to October 3 r
the grain was one-fourth corn meal, one-.f ourth wheat and onehalf br~ll1 by weight. From October 31 to November 14, bran
only was fed.
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Twenty-four hogs were divided into eight lots, three in each.
Five of these lots were fed on pasture, the hogs having the run of
a field of eighteen acres of mixed grasses. Three lots were fed in
'pens in the piggery, with a small outside run. The hogs on pastur~
were f.ed as follows':
Lot I. Received skim milk (or whey) alone, all that the~
would eat.
Lot II. Reoeived skim milk (or whey) and grain. The
grain was fed in the proportion of five pounds of milk to one of
grain until the hogs averaged 7S pounds each in live weight; then
three pounds of skim milk to one of grain until the experiment
closed.
Lot III. Received skim milk (or whey) all they would eat,
with a grain ration equal to one-half the amount fed to Lot II.
Lot IV. Received grain alone mixed with water.
Lot V. Received one-half the grain ration fed to Lot IV.
The hogs in pens were fed as follows:
Lot I. Received skim milk (or whey), fed in the same proportion as to Lot , II on pasture.
Lot II. Received skim milk (or whey) all that they would
eat, with a grain ration equal to one-half that fed to Lot 1.,
Lot III. Received grain alone, mixed with water.
The experiment started August 20th, and continued for 87
days or until November 14th.
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ECO TD EXPERI MENT.

Table No. II gives the results of this experiment. .Considering first the results by lots: The fastest gains on pasture were
by the lot fed a full grain ration with skim milk, viz. , 1.25 pounds
-per day. The lots fed a half-grain ration with skim milk gained
1.05 pounds ' per day, or practically the same as for the lot fed a
full-grain ration. The lot fed a half-grain ration in pens gained
· 75 pound p r day, while those fed skim milk alone gained only .67
pound a day.
The amount of food eaten by the different lot explains some
·of J h
gaiw. Lot I ate only 161 pounds of skim milk more than
Lot III but Lot III ate 369 pounds of g rain in addition to the skim
milk, and gained nearly 100 pounds more in live weight. Lot II
·~re less skim milk by 1500 pounds than Lot I, but ate 737 pounds
more of grain, and gained 146 pounds more. Th e one-half-grain
ration on pa ture gave three-fourths th e gain mad on a full-grain
ration, showino- that thi lot must have obta-ined con iderable food
irom the pasture.
Rapidity of o'ain mean quick returns, but not n ce arily
. -e conomical return , except a they reduce the labor account. The
best test of economy is the food required for each pound of o'ain.
Lot I r equired but 2.03 pound of dry matter for each pound of
gain. Thus a ration of skim milk alone on pa ture, gave the mo t
economical returns of the seri es. Th one-half-gra in ration gave
the next cheapest gains, requi ring but 2 .1 6 pounds dry matter for
each pound of gain. The half-g rain ration with kim milk required
2.50 pounds dry matter for each pound of o'ain , and the full-g rain
ration with skim milk required 2.75 pounds. The full-O'rain ration
on pasture, \"i thout ki m milk, require 1 the mo t food for each
pound of gain, viz., 3-45 pounds of grain, or 3.08 pound of dry
matter. All th e e tests show a very small outlay in food for one
pound of increase in live weight, but it should be noted that the
hogs were under 175 pounds in weight at the close of th e test, except one lot, which was und r 150 pound.
Comparing the lots fed on skim milk, and ignoring for the
time the profit on feeding the grain, it would appear that the fullration of skim milk with grain gave the largest returns for 100
pounds of skim milk, viz. : 20.5 cents and 32.5 cents per 100 pounds,
depending on the price of the gain, three or four cents per pound ,
'The half-grain ration with skim milk gave a return about 25 per
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cent less, and the ration of skim milk alone about
than for the full-grain ration with skim milk.
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p r cent Ie

This, it seems to me, is not a correct basis for figu ri ng- the
returns for the skim milk. The profit on th e g rain feedi ng must
not be ignored. The results have thus been computed on the basi.,
of the grain saved by feeding 100 pounds of skim milk ; or in other
words, th e amount of g rain that would g ive the same gain in live
weight as 100 pounds of skim milk would give. On this basis
skim milk alone on pasture gave the largest return , 100 pounds of
skim milk taking the place of 14.56 pounds of g rain. With the
half-grain ration, 14.18 pounds of grain was saved by 100 pounds
of skim milk. When the full-g rain ration was fed with the skim
milk, about 14 pound of grain was aved by the 100 pounds of
milk. On the average it would seem that 10 pounds of dry matter
in skim milk is worth about 14 pounds of g rain. From this stand··
point, the refore, the value of the skim milk over the cost of the
grain, while not differing very materially for the different lots, is
in inverse order to the value fig ured from the returns. Skim milk
and a full ration of grain have, however, advantages in regard to
sav'i ng time and labor. The hogs on the half-g rain ration and skim
milk would take II~ days to gain as much as the hogs on a full grain ration and skim milk would gain in 100 days. It would take
the hogs fed on skim milk alone on pasture, nearly 200 days to make
an equal gain. The interest on the investment, and th e extra labor
and risk, would more than counterbalance any ' advantage in economy possessed by the skim milk alone, or half-grain-and-skim-milk
ration.
Contrasting the rations of grain alone 011 pasture, it is obvious that while the hogs fed on the half-grain ration gained nearl y
one-third less per day, they required little more than two-thirds
the grain for one pound of gain. With the gain at three cents per
pound the hogs fed the full-grain ration on pasture returned 87
cents per 100 pound"s for the grain ; while those fed the half-grain
ration returned $1.24 per 100 pounds for the grain, 37 cents more,
or over 40 per cent. The hogs fed the half-grain ration must
have eaten more of the pasture. and should be charged more for"
this feed , but we have absolutely no basis upon which to calculate'
this cost, and therefore, must disregard it. Even allowing liberally for this extra cost of the pasture, however, the part-grain ration w~uld give more economical returns than · the full-grain
ration on pasture.
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Considering next the series fed in pens:
Lot I fed a full-grain ration with skim milk gained 1.35
pounds per. da). This was one-fourth pound more than Lot II, fed
on a half-grain ration with skim milk, and .6 pound more than t~e
lot fed grain alone. This shows a decided advantage for the grain
and skim-milk rations as regards rapidity of gain. From the standpoint of the food required for each pound of gain, there is littl~
difference between the full-grain and half-grain rations with skim
milk. The oTain-fed lot required over one-third pound more at
-d ry matter for each pound of gain than did eithe r of the milk-fed
lots.· The returns for skim milk per 100 pounds were greater for
the full-grain ration with skim milk than when th e half-grain ration was fed. Considered from the standpoint of the grain saved
b y 100 pounds of skim milk, the full-grain ration with skim milk
:also shows the ~argest saving.
PASTURE VERSUS PEN FEEDING.

Nex t, contrasting the two series, the one fed on pasture and
the other fed in pens on similar rations.
The lots fed a full-grain ration and skim milk in pens ate
more food and gained . 1 pound more per day than those similarly
fed in pasture. The pen-fed lot required more food for 100 pounds
<of gain, viz.: 12 pounds more of dry matter, a very small difference.
The returns for 100 pounds of skim milk were slightly more for
t he pasture-fed lot, but 100 pounds of skim milk fed in pens with
a full-grain ration saved slightly more grain than when fed on
-pasture.
The half-g rain ration with skim milk gave slig htly more
-rapid g.ains in pens than on pasture ; but ·th e hog fed in pen required one-third pound dry matter more for each pound of gain.
The returns for 100 pounds of skim milk were also greater for
the pasture-fed, lot. This was probably due to the fact that the
bogs on pasture obtained some food from the pasture.
Contrasting the full-grain rations, the hogs fed on pasture
gained one-fourth pound more per day; in fact, the hogs fed a
half-grain ration on pasture gained as rapidly as those fed a fullgrain ration in pens. For each 100 pounds of gain the hogs in
pen.s required IS pounds more food than those similarly fed on
pasture, and those on pasture gave slightly higher returns for the
. grain fed.
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Considering next the financial returns: With the price of
grain as stated above, the lot fed grain alone on pasture, requirerl
$5.3 2 worth of grain while the value of the gain was $8.13, showing
a 'profit of $2.71 on the feed, or more than So per cent. If the
. gain was worth four cents per pound then the profit on the grain
was over 100 per cent. With a half-grain ration on pasture, the
returns, with the gain valued at three cents per pound, are over100 per cent on the cost. of the grain, and at four cents per pound
for the gain, nearly 200 per cent profit. On this point again a
limited grain ration on pasture gives the largest returns for the
grain fed.
A SUPPLEMENTARY TEST.

Lots I, III and V fed on p3.sture, and Lot II fed in pens,.
were fed for 16 days in a supplementary experiment. We wanted
to find what· would be the effect of changing the food of those hogs
to a full -grain rati on' with skim milk and whey-fully one-half
of the dairy by-product being whey. For this test the hogs were
fed in pens. Lot V, previously fed a half-grain ration on pa ture,_
made the fasie£t gains-over two pounds per day; and made th _
gains at a smaller cost in grain for each pound of gain. Thi i in
line with previous tests in which hogs, fed a part-grain ration on
pasture, when subsequently given a full-grain ration, gained rapidly and quite economically. Lot III, previously fed on pasture,
and Lot II fed in pens, made exactly the same daily gain for the
16 days, 'viz : 1.96 pounds. Lot V made slightly the mo t economic gain , requiring 30 pounds of g r ain less for each 100 pounds
of gain. Lot I fed skim milk alone on pasture made the slowest
gains and the most expensive gains of any of the lots in the supplementary test. Skim milk alone would appear nQt to be so good
a preliminary feed for fattening hogs; as the gains were not so>
rapid nor so economical in any of the stages of fattening, as when
the hogs were f.ed a half-grain ration on pas'ture,
A

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS TESTS,

To afford a comparison with a previous test of feedingskim milk on pastur y or in pens, the fo11O\'\ ing table is copied from
Bulletin NQ. 57:
.

TABLE III-Results of Feeding Hogs" Summer of 1897.
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It will be noted again that the lot fed skim milk and graill
in pens, made faster gains than the let similarly fed o.n pasture,
and with equal economy. The lots fed grain alone and skim milk
alene, en pasture. made more rapid and more economical ga111s
than those similarly fed in pens:

TABLE IV.
Average Results Per Hog ef Two Trials Pasture vs. Pe~l
Feeding With Skim Milk as Part ef the Ration.
Lots fed
on milk
alone.
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Lbs. dry matter to 1 lb. of gain .. 1 2.301 3.101 2.97 , 3.04j 3.31i 3.77
Dry matter eaten per day ...... 1 1.60\ 2.00 3.511 3.83 3.771 2.35
Ave. weight hogs end of test. ... 1306 . 332. 449. 471. 1385. 1298.
(*) One test only.

Table 1\ give a ummary of the two trial·' contrasting
skim-milk feeding en pasture and in pens. It will be noted that
the hogs fed skim milk alone en pasture, made the fastest gains
and required less food for each pound of gain. Those fed on pasture, however, ate the least dry matter per day, according to the
table. .It is evident that those hogs must have obtained considerable food from the pastur·e, and this apparently accounts for the
extra gain made. . The hogs fed grain alone, also made faster
gains on pasture, and they required less food for each pound of
gain than the hogs fed in pens. This extra gain in economy is
partly accounted for by the extra food eaten per dClJy; the hogs fed
on pasture eating over one-third more ' food per day than those
fed in pens. The hegs fed skim milk and grain in combinatioQ.
showed, on some points, a converse result from those feel t~e other
rations. The hogs in the pens made t.h e fastest gains, but required
seven pounds of grain more for 100 pounds of gain. The extn.
gain of the pen-fed hogs is partly accounted for by the extra food
eaten per day.
Nearly one-third of a pound of dry matter per
day more being eaten by these hogs than those fed on pasture.
A contrast here, worthy of note because it agrees with practically
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all the other experi ments conducte~ at the Station, 1S that when
g rain alone is fed faster and more economic gains are made on
pasture; whi le, when a ration of skim milk and full-g rain is fed , the
gains in pens are faster and equally economical. The probable
explanation of this apparent contradi ction is that grain alone does
not make a ration appetizing enough for the hogs to eat a sufficiently large quantity. But when turned to pasture, th e grass
and roots that the pigs are able to gather stimulate the appetite.
they eat more of the grain and thus make faster and more economical gains. The milk and g rain ration, however, is an appetizing one, of which th e hogs eat largely without further stimulation to the appetite, and thus the pen-fed lots eat more an'd make
fa ster gains. A nother possible explanation is that g rain alone does
not make an entirely satisfactory ration for g rowing hogs. T he
pasture, in a m.easun~ , supplies what the grain lacks, but the skim
milk much more full y makes up for this deficiency of the g rain
ration supplemented with' pasture. Contrasting the lots fed skim
milk and g rain, it is evident that the pasture and exercise proved
a detriment to th e hogs, the skim milk alone supplying full y any
defici ency in the g rain ration ; and thus the pen-fed hogs made th e
fastes t gains.
CONCLU 10
·TO P RT II.
( I ) From all points of view thi s experiment shows that
a ration of skim milk and g rain, fed in · the proportion of one
pound of grain to five pounds of skim milk. for young animals;
and on.e pound grain to three pounds of skim milk, for older animals ; proved a better ration than a larger proportion of milk. The
hogs so fed gained faster, took less food for each pound of g ain,
and returned more for each 100 pounds of skim milk.
(2) Adding skim milk to a grain ration enabled the hog s
to gain more than twice as rapidly as when fed grain alone, and
each 100 pounds of skim milk effected a saving of 13 to 17.2 pounds
of grain according to the way in which the milk was fed . As, on
the average, 1·00 'pounds of skim milk contains slightly less than
10 pounds dry matter, it i~ evident that a pound of dry matter in
skim milk is worth as much as 1.5 pounds of grain.
(3 ) The above results coincide with tests reported in
Bulletin N o. 57. In fact, the proportion of skim milk was considerably less than in that experiment, and while the rate of gain
was less rapid, the saving on grain by feeding skim milk was
greater.
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PART III.
vVHOLE MILK AS FOOD FOR HOGS.
Table No. \ -Re ults of.Feeding Whole 'Milk to Hog
Pounds of Food
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While atten ding Farmer's Institute .. meetings during the
summer of r899, a question arose as to the value of whole milk
for pig feeding. In the fall, an experiment was started to get
some information on this point, as there was nothing in the literat ure at command that threw any light upon the subject.

PIG FEEDING EXPE1,U MENTS.

Three young Berkshire-grade pigs, averaging about 41
pounds each. were fed all the whole milk they would eat . . They
were fed in the piggery, having a pen with a small outside yard.
The first period of th(! test was for 50 days, and the hogs received
nothing but the milk until the last week of ,the period, when 24
pounds of grain was fed with the milk.
During the 50 days the hogs gained 43 pounds each or .867
of a pound each daily; very satisfactory gains considering the
weight of the hogs. They ate 13.25 pounds milk 'and .18 pound
of grain or I.74 pounds of dry matter for each pound of gain in
live weight. , This , shows very great efficiency for whole milk as
feed.
The returns for the whole milk per 100 pounds, by considering it worth all the returns over the cost of the grain, would be
21.8 cents, 29.3 cents or 36.8, according as the hogs sold for three,
four or five cents per pound live weight; 'and the returns for the
butter fat on the same basis would be 7 cents, 9-4 cents or
I I.8 cents per pound.
When we remember that skim milk alone
has a value of ten to twenty cents per 100 pounds, it is evidently
a losing proposition to feed the whole milk. The butter fat fed
to those hogs at 17 cents per pound was worth $9. I 2. If to this
was added the value of 1500 pounds of skim, milk at IS cents per
100 pounds, we have a total value of $1 I.27 for the milk fed. At
five cents per pound, the gain made was worth but $6.50, a loss
of $4.77 on the milk feel.
Between the first and second periods there was an interval
of 13 days, during which the hogs were turned out to pasture.
For the second period they were fed in pens and given milk and
grain, in the proportion of three pounds of milk to one of grain,
The feeding was continued for 30 days, and the gain was 59
pounds each, or I.89 pounds each daily. This shows very rapid
gains considering the weight of the hoO's, which averaged only 149
pounds at the close of the experiment. The food required for one
pound of gain was 5.12 pounds of mil.k and I.71 pounds of grainl
or 2.22 pounds of dry matter. By crediting the milk with 'all the
returns over the cost of the grain, it has a value of 39.4 cents,
58.9 cents or 78.5 cents per 100 pounds, according as the hogs are
sold for three, four or five cents per pound live weight.
This
shows that twice as much was obtained for the milk when fed with
grain as was obtained when it was fed alone to the hogs. Figured
on the same basis, the butter fat was worth 9.2 cents, 13.8 cents
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or 18.4 cents per pound. This would show a very fair return for
the milk, especially when the hogs sell for from four to five cents
per pound live weight. However, Table I shows that skim
milk , fed with grain and figured on the same basis as for the whole
milk, returned from 20 cents to 40 cents for 100 pounds, which
would practically reduce the above prices one-half. When a person has a market for the butter at 15 to 20 cents per pound, it
would pay to skim the milk and feed the skim milk rather than
the whole milk. Strictly speaking, however. the' above calculation which credi ts all the profits to the m.1lk, is not correct.
There would be considerable profit in feeding grain ~lone to hog:;
and selling the increase at four to five cents per pound live weight,
and the grain should get credit for the profit. The value of the
milk would be more correctly expressed in terms of grain figured
on the amount saved by 100 pounds of skim milk. This has been
attempted in the table by figuring from the data furnished by Lot
IV, fed on pasture during the summer experiment of 1898. The
latter part only of this experiment was used. The result shows
a very great effici ency for whole milk as a food for hogs, 100
pounds displacing 48.6 pounds of grain. At three-fourths of Cli
cent per pound for th e g rain , this would show a value of 36 cents
per 100 pounds for th e whole milk when fed with grain. Compared with trials with skim milk, 100 pounds of whole milk displaces on the ave rage about twice as much grain as 100 pounds oi
skim milk, or in other words, 50 pounds of whole milk is equal to
100 pounds of skim milk as a feed for hogs, when both are fed
with grain as a part of the ration.,
The above is, of course, the result of but one trial and may
be modified by future tests. I can find no data giving results of
experiments with whole milk as food for hogs from the experiment stations of the U nited States, and thus no opportunity is
afforded for checking up these results from the work of some
other station.

